
What if the world was inclusive and accep ng of everybody despite any differences?

I recently shied from 
Mynmar to Taiwan and I 
feel very lost here...

Sing-nan Elemrary School, 
Taiwan

My uncle who is gay is 
ridiculed for being with 
his boyfriend. I’ve seen it 
myself on the road! It 
doesn’t make any sense... 

Denmark

My friend from school was 
burnt in an accident and 
now she feels so concious 
of how she looks she has 
stopped coming to school                                                  

PUMS Rastha,
India

We noced that most 
people are not aware 
and sensive to those 
with disablilies.

Centro Escolar da Gandra
Portugal

Interviewed the 
immigrant students 
to understand the 
challenges they face

Created learning aids to 
support math and social 
science learning

CCreated a newsleer 
of  informaon about 
Taiwanese culture.

Went to Usha Kumari’s 
house and spoke to her 
and her parents.

Brought her to join 
school again and 
encouraged her 
towards her future

SStarted requesng help 
so that her burnt marks 
can be treated

Went for visits to 
the schools unit for 
children with special 
needs and played 
games, sang songs, 
read stories and 
hughugged  them.

Creaon of a movie
to raise awareness

Created small books 
with stories to inform 
younger children on 
issues of sexuality

Designed material for 
teachers to aid them in 
instrucng the students

CConducted classes with 
the younger children

Garnered support from 
organizaons working 
for the same cause

We used our I CAN power to overcome the problem of  discriminaon! Many of us felt it was mean 
and unfair,  we wanted to tackle it. This is our journey... Which of the solu ons would you try?

WHAT WILL YOUR STORY OF CHANGE BE?

Using the FIDS formula, we made our friends feel included and accepted.

I Can Solutions forI Can Solutions for
INCLUSIONINCLUSIONstories.dfcworld.com

http://bit.ly/2oXXtcP
http://bit.ly/2FTIyXM
http://bit.ly/2FsBKnJ

